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Intelligent Autonomous Systems: Foundations and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	Intelligent Autonomous Systems (IAS) are the physical embodiment of machine intelligence providing a core concept for integrating various advanced technologies with pattern recognition and learning. The basic philosophy of IAS research is to explore and understand the nature of intelligence in problems of perception, reasoning, learning and...


		

Essentials of Research Design and Methodology (Essentials of Behavioral  Science)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Master the essential skills for designing and conducting a successful research project
Essentials of Research Design and Methodology contains practical information on how to design and conduct scientific research in the behavioral and social sciences. This accessible guide covers basic to advanced concepts in a clear, concrete, and readable...


		

Business Services Orchestration: The Hypertier of Information TechnologyCambridge University Press, 2003
Business Services Orchestration (BSO) is a new, unique, far-reaching industry technology encompassing the art of harmoniously organizing the interactions between business services. These business services may represent internal business processes of organizations. Integration of many of these internal legacy, custom, and COTS applications may,...






		

Methodology of Longitudinal Surveys (Wiley Series in Survey Methodology)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Longitudinal surveys are surveys that involve collecting data from multiple subjects on multiple occasions. They are typically used for collecting data relating to social, economic, educational and health-related issues and they serve as an important tool for economists, sociologists, and other researchers.
    Focusing on the design,...


		

SOA Modeling Patterns for Service Oriented Discovery and AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	One of the most challenging tasks in today’s business and information technology (IT) environments
	is to communicate a solution to an organizational problem in a simple manner that can be easily
	understood by business and IT personnel alike. Is it also arduous to explain in simple words how
	a remedy to an enterprise concern can be...


		

IEEE Recommended Practice for the Design of Reliable Industrial and Commercial Power SystemsInstitution Electrical Engineers, 1998


	The design of reliable industrial and commercial power systems is of considerable interest to

	many people. Prior to 1962, a qualitative viewpoint was taken when attempting to achieve

	this objective. The need for a quantitative approach was first recognized in the early 1960s

	when a small group of pioneers led by W. H. Dickinson...





		

Java, Java, Java, Object-Oriented Problem Solving (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2005
 This second edition of Java, Java, Java offers a robust, accessible, and flexible problem-solving perspective. The use of Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams throughout the text, strongly emphasizes object-oriented design. This book assists students and professionals with their most challenging problem as beginning programmers:...


		

Extreme Exploits: Advanced Defenses Against Hardcore HacksMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Protect your network and web sites from malicious attacks with help from this cutting-edge guide. Extreme Exploits is packed with never-before-published advanced security techniques and concise instructions that explain how to defend against devastating vulnerabilities in software and network infrastructure. This book gives you detailed analyses...


		

Database Performance Tuning and OptimizationSpringer, 2002
The book provides comprehensive coverage of database performance tuning and optimization using Oracle 8i as the RDBMS. The chapters contain both theoretical discussions dealing with principles and methodology as well as actual SQL scripts to implement the methodology. The book combines theory with practice so as to make it useful for DBAs and...





		

Parallel Algorithm Derivation and Program TransformationSpringer, 1993
Transformational programming and parallel computation are two emerging fields that may ultimately depend on each other for success. Perhaps because ad hoc programming on sequential machines is so straightforward, sequential programming methodology has had little impact outside the academic community, and transformational methodology has had little...

		

Linear Fresnel Reflector Systems for Solar Radiation Concentration: Theoretical Analysis, Mathematical Formulation and Parameters’ Computation using MATLABSpringer, 2019

	
		This book offers a complete guide to designing Linear Fresnel Reflector Systems for concentrating solar radiation. It includes theoretical analyses, computational tools and mathematical formulae to facilitate the development, design, construction and application of these systems. In addition, the book presents a concise yet thorough...


		

J2EE Platform Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2003
Build robust, scalable, end-to-end business solutions with  J2EE(TM) Web Services.

This is the definitive practitioner's guide to building  enterprise-class J2EE Web Services that integrate with any B2B application and  interoperate with any legacy system. Sun senior architect Ray Lai introduces 25...
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